Best Graphics Group is the exclusive North American Importer and Distributor for Itotec Cutting Systems. With a nearly 100 year legacy, Itotec is a leading manufacturer of super-duty Cutters and Cutting Systems.

Itotec Cutters are highly regarded for their unique capabilities, superior strength, overall durability and trouble-free operation. Itotec Cutters feature a double-arm pull design providing draw free cuts and larger lift capability across the widest spectrum of stocks including paper, board and plastics. Physically larger and significantly heavier duty than other single-arm cutters, a 45" Itotec weighs “One Ton” more than comparable 45" cutters. All components — Knife Bar, Single Piece Frame, and Dual Gear Boxes — have been oversized to accommodate even the most demanding cutting environment.

Key features:
- Dual-arm clamp and cut
- Super duty frame and knife bar
- Dual-gear boxes
- Superior magnetic clutch/brake system
- Longer shear stroke
- Touch screen control interface

Optional features:
- Gripper transport systems (front or rear loading)
- Automatic waste trim removal
- Unloading systems

Key benefits:
- Superior cut capability
- Unmatched accuracy
- High lift capability
- Longer knife wear
- Unequaled lift size on any stock

Itotec offers one of the world’s widest range of cutters in sizes from 39" to 98" in addition to loading gripper systems and fully automated unloading systems.

Kudo is a 100+ year old manufacturer of Automated Paper Jogging Systems and Stock Lifts that complement our Itotec cutting line. Kudo offers a wide range of models that simplify the jogging process, increase throughput, and minimize operator fatigue.

With over 25,000 installations, Kudo is the world’s most popular Jogger manufacturer. Kudo and Itotec have been in partnership for over 50 years, producing fully integrated Cutting Systems.

Kudo’s innovative MJ Series offers a space-saving, heavy-duty design, eliminating problematic side flaps, while incorporating a unique aeration function to facilitate lift assembly, especially on light-weight stocks.

Kudo Joggers also include, as standard, programmable air expulsion systems for complete stock makeready prior to cutting, along with integrated paper count by weight scale systems.

### Key features:
- Right/Left tilt direction and angle with the touch of a button
- Variable speed vibration — clockwise or counterclockwise
- Vertical side register stops
- Stock aeration (optional)
- Two-roller programmable air expulsion system

### Key benefits:
- Small footprint
- Quicker makeready
- Less operator fatigue
- Higher cutter productivity


---

Highly flexible, efficient and economically priced, Interthor Lifts are a perfect complement to any cutting system. Available with Level Eye height compensation. Standard configuration shown, also available with platform tray.

The finishing touch to a complete cutting system, Itotec’s *Unloaders* combine simplicity and productivity in a space saving design. Available in Right/Left and Rear Delivery.

---

**Kudo MJ-05 1000** with air expulsion and optional stock aeration.